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Camman Lighting is a Pennsylvania-based manufacturer 

of USA-made decorative and custom design solutions. 

Their offerings are available in a range of finishes, 

fabrics and materials to fit the style of any space. They 

recently launched five new pendants (The Avalon series, 

the Sierra, the Carina and the Lindale), as well as two 

new sconces (The Forbes and the Carlisle). 

Along with the wide-range of decorative offerings, 

Camman Lighting can engineer and build custom fixtures 

to fit the unique needs of different projects.  “Building 

custom fixtures is actually the most interesting part of 

what we do…. It’s a ‘garage-shop’ approach, but with 

large-manufacturer resources, and it allows us to be 

flexible, efficient, and affordable.” (-cammanlighting.com)
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NEW FIXTURES AND CUSTOM CAPABILITIES 
FROM CAMMAN LIGHTING

Welcome to Innovation Illumination Systems is excited to introduce their new Innovation newsletter. We look forward to 

showcasing the leading products and manufacturers in our industry. 

ELEMENT by Tech Lighting, a leader in specification-

grade downlights, has released a new and innovative 

line of recessed lighting ideal for ambient illumination 

and decorative accent.

ELEMENT Reflections redefines downlighting to be 

an architectural element in a space through their 

decorative recessed domes. These domes are expertly 

designed to provide indirect lighting to a space, casting 

light while reducing glare. The domes are available as 

either flanged or flangeless and come in five different 

aesthetic forms to match the architectural style of a 

space as well as three sizes to meet the scale and 

lumen requirements needed.
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REFLECTIONS 
FROM ELEMENT BY TECH LIGHTING

SRL STRIPLIGHT
FROM METALUX

SRL is a narrow LED luminaire designed to be used in a range 

of commercial and industrial applications. This fixture includes a 

wide range of lumen packages and distribution lenses for ideal 

performance, and features and optional integrated sensor for 

occupancy sensing and daylight harvesting. The SRL can also 

be integrated with the proprietary LumaWatt Pro wireless 

sensor system as part of a larger controls system. 
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